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In this session, we will learn…

 Where Coaching for Change can make all the 
difference! 
 How to apply a coaching process in order to 

have the necessary 1:1 conversations
 Two models to equip you for your next 

coaching for change conversation
 How to honor where people are in the process 

of change and how to facilitate their 
alignment to the change



What Coaching is & What it is Not

 Coaching is: 
– Facilitating
– Guiding
– Advocating
– Holding Space for 

Discovery

 Coaching is not:
– Advising
– Telling
– Being the Expert
– Consulting



Meet 3 & Share

 Your Name, Company & Role 
 Number of people in your High School 

graduating class
 A current change you are experiencing –

personally or professionally 
 Your primary learning goal for this session





WOL Model / Intro 



Coaching Happens in Alignment

Coaching allows us to: 
- Provide Rationale
- Utilize structure, consistent, 

frequent messaging
- Dialogue & gain 

perspectives
- Provide inspiration, 

assurance and hope
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Everything DiSC Work of Leaders®  

		



		



		Building Alignment  



		



		Clarity



		Offer Intuition

		

		Explain Rationale



		

		

		



		People who offer intuition tend to communicate more with their personal feelings and opinions than with facts and logic.







		

		People who explain their rationale tend to communicate the reasoning and facts behind an idea or decision.



		



		Impromptu Messaging

		

		Structured Messaging



		

		

		



		People who deliver impromptu messages don’t tend to invest energy in organizing what they have to say before they speak.





		

		People who deliver structured messages prioritize organizing what they want to say, making it easier for others to understand.



		Dialogue



		Present Information

		

		Exchange Perspectives



		

		

		



		People who present information tend to communicate new ideas and information without room for discussion.

		

		People who exchange perspectives tend to encourage dialogue around new ideas and information.









		



		Challenging

		

		Receptive



		

		

		



		People who are challenging tend to respond with questions and skepticism to different points of view.





		

		People who are receptive invite and appreciate different points of view.



		Inspiration



		Reserved

		

		Expressive



		

		

		



		People who are reserved tend to display little emotion even when they are excited about something.







		

		People who are expressive tend to be upbeat and communicate in an open and lively manner.



		



		Matter-of-Fact

		

		Encouraging



		

		

		



		People who are matter-of-fact are straightforward, practical, and tend to focus on the facts.

		

		People who are encouraging tend to inspire others to believe in the importance of their work.
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Alignment best practices

 Looking at the Alignment Best Practices, 
where do you think you might fall on the 
continuum? 
 How do you know? 
 How could you begin using more of the Best 

Practices? 
 What difference could that make for you and 

your team? 





Alignment is where the magic happens…

Awareness
perspective, limiting & expanding beliefs,

facts vs story 

Stages of Transformation

Inner Work
feelings & interpretations

What are you telling yourself about the change? 

How does your current situation make you feel? 
What are you noticing?  What are you excited about?         
What interpretations or conclusions are you making of this 
situation?  What are you most afraid of? 

Where do you believe you are on the Stages of Transformation? 
Where do you feel you get stuck or hung up related to the 
model? 
Where do you need to be in the next 30 days?



Alignment is where the magic happens…

Sorting Out
confirming, releasing & embracing

Source Creativity
options

Appreciation
gratitude, attitude & values

What are you willing to do to test your assumptions? 
What are you willing to let go of? 
What are you unwilling to release? 

When you look at the facts, what options do you have in 
front of you? 
Which ones would provide the most meaning and have the 
most impact? 

What assets and values will help you move forward? 
How will they help?
How can you keep them in the forefront? 
What beliefs are being honored? 



Powerful Coaching Questions

Powerful Coaching Questions: 
- Always begin with what, who, how and when
- Honors their journey & readiness
- Facilitates discovery; does not direct outcomes



As a leader…

- Where am I sitting in all of this?  
- Where am I on the model? 
- What could we be willing to look at that we didn’t 
look at before? 



Remember…

We have to let go of something to 
make room for something new. 



Messaging the Change

 Be aware of Pace, Resistance and Alignment

 Tune into the need for logic and rationale

 Be prepared for emotions, fears and skepticism 



Messaging the Change

 What is the change? 
 What is important about it? 
 What difference do we hope it will make? 
 How will it affect all of us? 
 What will our new normal look like? 



Situation: Practice w/ Partner

 Meet up with your Learning Partner from 
earlier in this session. 
 Share your dots on the Alignment Continua
 How does this inform your current change 

situation? 
 What will you do differently based on what you 

learned today? 





Coaching one-to-one

 Allows us to move further…faster
 Provide us with the information we need to 

help each person embrace the change 
 Helps us to provide empathy, compassion and 

leadership for everyone involved



And, the Winner is….



Don’t forget to…

Complete your 
complimentary (FREE) 
Everything DiSC®

Work of Leaders 
assessment. 



Be sure to grab your Nametag!



We Matter

 I truly believe that:
 Everyone wants to know that they matter
 Everyone wants to belong
 Everyone wants to be trusted & respected
 And, at the core, we all long for…

The Conversations That Matter 



What questions do you have? 
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